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ABSTRACT

Administrative system of each country is essential with direct contact with the people of the

importance and credibility. The huge volume of government services through various

government departments, so having a coherent administrative system, efficient, transparent

and accountable government and policy makers always a problem for any society is

considered. In administrative law, govern the country with two systems will be common in all

parts of the world, the second focus of the center. Administrative focus of the running and

administration of a society in which there is usually the center of gravity. And approaches to

administrative reforms with the help of laws and regulations and the actions of other countries

in order to create efficient and effective administrative system to be studied.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Official system in every country is very important due to direct relation to different layer of

society. And due to that high volume of government servicers obtain by government different
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canals, so all political men should found one unified, efficiency, clear and respond system.

And governments try to add to official system and decrease public un-stratification study

necessity regulation and official modification. In the official law, country run is by 2 common

systems in all world regions. The first is concentration and second is not concentration.

Official concentration is kind of society run. And there is concentration center and every

official activity need to let order we have not freedom in this system and the affair are under

control one system. And they run by one command center in government legal personality

unification is clear and there is no place for doubt. This system is best tool for management in

one country or work space and insurance atonal order. In this system run costs divided

between all countries people and inhibited loss cost and lead to cost in our country cost and it

is for benefit all people. (It is economic) but it has some problems for this official system.

Such as absolutely following these commands. (They are under supervision of parts and cities)

and these cases lead to non-concentration and lavation of forces and get power and their think.

But non- concentration is our major subject for proposal and society run lead to give

independence and decision- making qualification of one region, and society. And purpose of

this system is people partnership in local affair run to planning for problems and show their

solve. In this system we can see give authority to government or local center. One of reasons

for this giving is deleted these ceremonies and removed high bad and deleted concentration in

this center. It is worth nothing that official healthy in organizations lead to correct decision-

making and proper apply of policies. And have efficiency state and effective public services.

Several factors like efficiency control and supervision, organizational culture, and government

structure play role in official healthy realization. If we don't central official non- concentration

structure, it can provide important opportunities for realized official healthy. But still we have

problem about these issues by support local non- concentration units. This problem root is in

social, political, historical and economic issues and it is common in aspect of vagueness and

its qualification.

2. OFFICIAL LAW SPECIFICATIONS

But one important question is that how we can have one political, social free country by
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minority government and in this case we have one majority-oriented government and they

respect to political, social, religious government. They let to political, society and religious

parties let to government run and they participated in public & political life and they make

government if it wins in the section. These discussions extend in one- systems and point to

them in all power in concentration government ((all political and official)) is in one unified

person or group, since in all non- concentration government the power is in all different

organizations and the power and abilities divided between different authorities. We can say

different sign of to trailer, kingdom system and they point to their definition: official systems

threat factors.

1. Political post not- distinction of administer post that have not qualification and

hierarchized posts.

2. Employment system duck base on qualification.

3. Not response to performance evaluation system of official systems.

4. Not being organized and defined relation between countries official units.

5. Not being life quantified of some organizations.

6. Permanent employment.

3. OFFICIAL CONCENTRATION CONCEPT

Society control is on government duties but control concentration governments are very strict

and similar to police governments. Official police governments run the country not society

law although in some societies that have not concentration via natural, social, cultural and

language geographical this office concentration is necessity. But civil society organizations

are under government control and they say about control strict of Germany official system. So

they support their public powers one official law and they sense dependence. And they select

their member base on qualification. And they say about strict control of German official

system of France pattern: ((So they support their public power)). And they have independence

and select their member's base on qualification and majority of them were rich man that attach

to political system and increase to their power in this century to assign political system

representative to themselves.
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1.3. Official concentration system specifications

We cannot 2 specifications for official concentration system:

1) Political power concentration in central government.

2) Official power concentration in central government.

4. NON- CONCENTRATION SYSTEM REVOLUTION TREND IN JAPAN

It is very soon that we speak about effect of these revolution and polity output. And it is

reality that if policy makers be more in ministers and cabinet members select base on their

qualifications and be in their post more long they can change power balance toward them. So

high grade assistants make session. Support organization unit of ministry and legal authorities

to Prime Minister Lead to government can apply in government. So (Kooeezi) is very

powerful relative to their past prime minister and have better media personality and it is not

simple we say its trend is affect by organizational modification. Still his coalition government

is unified after 2003 November selection. If modification leads to support organizational

power of prime minister and selective policy maker as public, they soon clear it. Individual

don't tend that central government involved in their affairs and apply their opinions to them.

People do not want the central government (CG) in all matters relating to interfere and impose

their opinion to people. 2. Politically: a country where racial or religious differences or

different parts of the customs there and in terms of geography and economic conditions are

different. Administrative decentralization is the best style office because in this way each

region according to local needs and requirements of the and a variety of similar and that the

results lack of focus disappears. 3. The administrative and technical: State and local interests

should be managed by local authorities and agents to center by officers from the experience

and knowledge of local authorities freely elected by the people. More than officers in local

affairs that are imposed from accounting and administrative system as well as the best means

for quick resolution of administrative affairs; because the system does not need a lot to see

and communicate with the office from common waste of time and paperwork can be

prevented. Experience has shown that in this system, administrative system or uncooperative

people more than the administrative authorities and their devices from it and do not hesitate to
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help them. This system makes the tasks of the center lighter and better things run and involve

people in the management of local affairs causes the sense of initiative and efforts of

individuals rise and increasing government involvement losses that would reduce the loss of

private initiative local administration populations by causing local people to participate in the

campaign insight and experience necessary to participate in public life now earn. Besides the

mentioned advantages, disadvantages can be placed for administrative decentralization,

including: 1. politically: Decentralization can be disruptive to countries that do not have a

strong stability in these countries, decentralization strengthen the separatist claims and the

result will be instability of the political system. 2. Economically: decentralization can cause

economic inequality in countries where natural resources are not the same across the country.

The fertile areas of economic opportunity and greater prosperity will be more and more areas

will be suspended. 3. In other words, in some cases, personal expression can overcome the

public interest and that the country's public program will be interrupted. For example, the City

Council is decentralization in Iran. In the face of poor economic conditions after the war, what

could sponsor more than anything else keeping continues to make promising trend in the

economy and life of the people, Check the mechanisms of governance that could take the

initiative in the hands of successful economic planning. Naturally, the pre-war administrative

structure was put in the service of militarism and conquest, and perhaps more important for

the country's transformation strategy goals of the international situation changes, they were

not able to meet the needs obviously, the first steps could be taken included the establishment

of effective economic institutions and organizations eliminate unnecessary administrative

apparatus, At that time, however, the short-term that mainly austerity and limiting the ways

they were taken, At the same time, and should be more serious and long-term structural

solutions implemented were given the contemplation and consultation. Architected solutions

as well if they could have realized that the organizational framework be established in

accordance with incompetence that could be the source of policies and decisions architected

solutions as well if they could have realized that the organizational framework be established

in accordance with incompetence that could be the source of policies and decisions in August

1964 the country into famine, inflation was complete economic collapse altogether, staff
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economic stability was an essential first step that actually constitute the basis of economic

planning. General economic policies focused on the planning staff with the high powers that

were delegated, exerted full control over how the other ministries controlled tubs in this way,

the headquarters of the powerful institution after the war. Although lasted until the disposal of

the organization that need to be available and once the desired structure of statehood and

procedures were adopted in organized self-serving, Staff was reduced to the same proportion

of its mandate and form a Planning Agency paid to do specific tasks. Staff could not have

economic stability of the powerful elite organization unless its members individually among

the chosen people with different professional backgrounds are educated. The staff managing

the economy after the war became general task and this task by planning policies, principles

and basic coordination between the devices, Budget development and control the distribution

of goods and raw materials was uttered between people and plants. The staff worked under the

supervision of a Secretary-General who was not a member of the Cabinet, but not necessarily

the most experienced and the most suitable person for the post was. And the other ministers

have the authority to bring under its influence. Although the minister was Secretary-General

of the Commission. The Committee consists of 316 members in different fields five section or

department performed the following tasks: Part I: general planning _ this section to coordinate

different programs, which were carried out in various ministries. And therefore it was

prevented in various ministries or planning was inconsistent with the objectives and general

principles act to neutralize targets. In addition, investment planning and transport policies

were the responsibility of this section. It seems that Japan is moving toward a two-party

system. The next test is the parliamentary elections in July 2004. Smaller cabinets, ministers

are selected mainly on the basis of merit and stay longer in their posts, using more than

politicians elected in the Ministries, Ministers to meet certain compulsion to parliament, all

subject to the handling of the decision-making process always has said. Is this shift in policy

will have better returns? In the same way about the changes that have occurred in the structure

of premiership soon cannot judge whether the Prime Minister authorized the exercise of

power occurred. Soon we can judge whether the authority of the executive branch increased

centralization of power in the Prime Minister or not? It seems "Kueyzomy" is derived from
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the work, but it remains to be evaluated to determine if the work of his successor. This

situation is the result of structural changes in the prime minister or the achievement of

personal character and popularity of the current prime minister? Finally we can say that the

process has been a shift in Japanese politics.  The national agenda - that stand against

imperialism in the late nineteenth century and the years after 1950 to rebuild the economy

this- In order to justify the monopoly of power by central bureaucrats in political rule goes

live. Some say these things today that are not bought, "Just in the course of globalization,

local identities have become very important," an obvious contradiction. In addition, the

central government seems ready to apply the rule of not only local government, but also

reduce non-governmental organizations.

5. CONCLUSION

In the official law, the run of countries is by 2 different systems. The first is concentration, the

second is non- concentration. Since designing one system is by human begin it is natural that

these 2 kinds of system have advantages and diced vantages. And we can analysis them.

Official concentration: it is kind of running government and it is one center and doing every

official activity need to license of center. And there is no automatic freedom in the official

organizations. As an example center is boss and other parts and cities are like subordinate.

Subordinate cannot do noting with no let of the boss. We can see a clear example of it in our

country that Tehran is the official, political, cultural and social, out and exercise center. In

their official system, official concentration is under someone command and country run by

center by ministers that are high officers for decision making and they usually located in

capital. In this kind of official system for example Tehran Islamic culture office, regulated

some regulation in capital. And they send to all branches in the cities. Until they act to them

base on certain principles. In this unification legal system it is clear that and it is not sign of

debt. Sub ordinate relation defined by boss relation. And subordinate has official error and

even. We can refer it to official high tribunal. One of other scores of this official system is

official hierarchized rule- maker to order it. In this system we can see some authorities in

hierarchy like authority for order, education. And subordinate can modified or change it if his
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action was mistake it is interesting that although suborning boss is high grade and is

commander but we cannot made decision and don't do something and the most important

point is that it violated order in official hierarchy and has some problem. We can note some

advantages and disadvantages decide official concentration system. Such as this system is best

tool for management in one country or work space and insured public order and national

unification. And in this system their cost divided between all peoples and inhibit loss it. And

lead to cost effective.
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